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Smooth factors of projective actions of higher-rank lattices
and rigidity

ALEXANDER GORODNIK

RALF SPATZIER

We study smooth factors of the standard actions of lattices in higher-rank semisimple
Lie groups on flag manifolds. Under a mild condition on the existence of a single
differentiable sink, we show that these factors are C1–conjugate to the standard
actions on flag manifolds.

37C15, 37C85

1 Introduction

Let � be a lattice in a connected semisimple Lie group G , and let P be a parabolic
subgroup of G . We will be interested in the action of � on the flag manifold F DG=P
by left translations. The simplest example is given by the linear action of a lattice
in SLn.R/ on the projective space Pn�1 . These actions have played a major role in
rigidity theory. In particular, understanding their dynamics proved crucial in Margulis’s
superrigidity and finiteness theorems. Margulis [18] classified all measurable factors
of the �–action on F DG=P when G has real rank at least two and the lattice � is
irreducible. He showed that every such factor is measurably isomorphic to the �–action
on F 0 DG=Q , where Q is a parabolic subgroup containing P. This was one of the
ingredients in his proof of Margulis’s finiteness theorem, which shows that all normal
subgroups of � are either of finite index or central. Dani [4] analysed topological
factors of these actions when G has no compact or real rank-one factors. He proved
that any Hausdorff factor of the action of � on F D G=P is C 0–conjugate to the
action of � on F 0DG=Q , where Q is a parabolic subgroup containing P. The aim of
this paper is to establish a smooth analogue of Margulis’s and Dani’s factor theorems.
Our results also complement recent work by Brown, Rodriguez Hertz and Wang [3]
on low-dimensional actions of higher-rank lattices, and provide partial solutions and
further evidence for their Conjecture 1.8.
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The actions on flag manifolds are very different from measure-preserving actions, and
one of their essential features is existence of sinks. Since analysis of dynamics in
neighbourhoods of sinks will play a central role in our discussion, we give precise
definitions.

Definition 1.1 Let p be a fixed point of a C 1–map f on a manifold M.

(i) The point p is called a topological sink if there exists a neighbourhood W0 of
p such that for every neighbourhood W of p and all sufficiently large n, we
have f n.W0/�W .

(ii) The point p is called a differentiable sink if all eigenvalues of D.f /p have
modulus less than one, or equivalently, there exists a Riemannian metric in a
neighbourhood U of p such that kD.f /xk< 1 for all x 2 U.

It is easy to see that a differentiable sink is always a topological sink, while the converse
fails. In the case of actions on flag manifolds F DG=P, every R–regular element g2G
has a unique differentiable sink. We recall that an element g 2G is called R–regular
if the number of eigenvalues of Ad.g/ of modulus one, counted with multiplicity, is as
minimal as possible.

Let � be a group. Given �–actions on two spaces X and Y , we call a surjective map
 W X ! Y a semiconjugacy if  is �–equivariant. Then the main result of the paper
is:

Theorem 1.2 Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group of R–rank at least 2 and
without compact factors. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G with F D G=P the
corresponding flag manifold. Let � be an irreducible lattice in G . We denote by
�0 the standard action of � on F. Let � be a C1–action of � on a manifold M
such that for some  2 � , the transformation �./ has a differentiable sink in M.
Suppose  W F !M is a C 0–semiconjugacy between �0 and � . Then there exist a
parabolic subgroup Q containing P and a C1–smooth �–equivariant diffeomorphism
�W G=Q!M such that � D  ı� , where � W G=P !G=Q is the canonical factor
map:

F DG=P

 

��

�

%%

M G=Q
�

oo
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It is clear that any C 0 factor of a standard action on a flag manifold has topological
sinks as the original action does. However, we don’t know whether the existence of a
differentiable sink is automatic for C 0 factors of standard actions. There are examples
of smooth lattice actions on S1–bundles over flag manifolds which have topological
sinks that are not differentiable sinks. (see Section 7 below).

The assumption regarding existence of a differentiable sink in Theorem 1.2 is similar to
the hyperbolicity assumptions that appeared in previous works on rigidity in the setting
of measure-preserving actions. Our main result could be considered as an analogue
of the smooth rigidity theorems for higher-rank Anosov actions; see Fisher, Kalinin
and Spatzier [7], Katok and Spatzier [16] and Rodriguez Hertz and Wang [24]. There
again one proves regularity of a C 0–conjugacy under suitable uniform hyperbolicity
hypotheses.

As an application of our main result, we also get local rigidity results. Given a C1–
action �0 of a finitely generated group � on a compact manifold M, we call the action
�0 C

1–locally rigid if any other C1–action � of � on M is C1–conjugate to �0
provided that, for a finite set of generators S of � , the maps �.s/ and �0.s/ are
sufficiently close in the C 1–topology for all s 2 S . There is by now a long history
of local rigidity results for higher-rank actions and, in particular, higher-rank lattices
(see Fisher and Margulis [8], Ghys [10], Kanai [15] and Katok and Spatzier [16]
amongst others and Fisher [6] for a survey). The following result was already obtained
by M Kanai [15] under a more stringent closeness condition and by A Katok and
R Spatzier [16].

Corollary 1.3 Let G and P be as above. Let � be a uniform lattice in G . Then the
�–action on F DG=P is locally C 1–rigid.

We obtain this as an almost-immediate corollary of our main theorem. In fact, follow-
ing Ghys [10], if � is cocompact, Katok and Spatzier [16] constructed a C 1–close
perturbation of the action of a Cartan subgroup A on G=� by left translations that
corresponds to the perturbation of the �–action on G=P. This action is Anosov, and
thus structurally stable. This in turn gives a C 0–conjugacy between the action of
� on the flag manifold F and its perturbation. Hence, now Corollary 1.3 follows
immediately from Theorem 1.2. In a sense our argument is dual to the argument in [16].

We do not know if local rigidity holds for actions of nonuniform lattices on flag
manifolds. Our argument shows that it suffices to prove structural stability for such
actions.
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Our results fail for cocompact lattices � in PSL2.R/. Indeed, the moduli space of
discrete faithful cocompact representations of � in PSL2.R/ is nontrivial (in fact, it
has positive dimension by standard results of Teichmüller theory). Let us take two
representations �1 and �2 that are not equivalent, and consider the resulting extension
of the natural actions by isometries on the hyperbolic plane H2 . The boundary circle
@H2 of H2 is naturally identified with one-dimensional projective space: RP 1 '

PSL2.R/=P, where P denotes the parabolic subgroup of PSL2.R/ consisting of upper
triangular matrices. Both �1 and �2 define C1–actions of � on @H2 . Since �1.�/
and �2.�/ are quasi-isometric, their actions on the boundary are C 0–conjugate. The
conjugating homeomorphism however cannot be differentiable even at a single point,
by well-known results of Ivanov [14] and Tukia [26]. Similar constructions can be
made for Zariski-dense groups in higher dimension, for example, for convex cocompact
groups via quasiconformal deformations in 3–dimensional hyperbolic space. Typically,
one has a large moduli space of representations for Zariski-dense groups, and we
expect that the above considerations generalise to give counterexamples for actions
of Zariski-dense subgroups on flag manifolds. It is not clear to us whether lattices in
other real rank-one groups have more rigidity. We remark that both Margulis’s and
Dani’s theorem fail in the real rank-one case (see Margulis [18], Spatzier [25] and
Zimmer [27]).

Organisation of the paper

In the next section we recall basic properties of the standard actions on flag manifolds F .
Next, in Section 3 we investigate general smooth actions on manifold M which are
continuously conjugate to the standard actions and establish existence of many sinks
in M. In Section 4, we analyse properties of the conjugacy map F !M further and
introduce projection maps to certain dynamically defined submanifolds of a sink. These
maps are defined on open subsets of F and M and are intertwined by the conjugacy
F ! M. Then in Section 5 we establish smoothness of the map F ! M along a
family of foliations. Finally, in Section 6 we complete the proof combining results
from Sections 4 and 5. In Section 7, we give an example of a lattice action with a
topological sink which is not a differentiable sink.

Acknowledgements We are grateful to David Fisher and Gopal Prasad for many
pertinent discussions related to this paper. In addition we thank Tasho Kaletha and
Loren Spice for discussions on Lie theory. We also thank the referee for a careful
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2 Actions on flag manifolds

We start by recalling the definition of flag manifolds and discuss basic properties of the
standard actions on flag manifolds. We also discuss properties of dynamics for actions
on projective spaces and existence/uniqueness of sinks. Throughout this section, G is
a connected semisimple Lie group without any assumptions on its rank. Without loss
of generality, we may and will assume that the centre of G is trivial. In particular, G
is a real algebraic group. Indeed the centre of G will act trivially on any of the flag
varieties in question.

2.1 Flag manifolds

We fix a Cartan involution � of G . It determines the maximal compact subgroup K of
G and the Cartan decomposition

(2-1) gD Lie.K/˚ p

of the Lie algebra g of G . Let a � p be a Cartan subalgebra (ie a maximal abelian
subalgebra of p). A nonzero linear form ˛2a� is a (restricted) root if the corresponding
root space

g˛ D fx 2 g W Œa; x�D ˛.a/x for a 2 ag

is nonzero. We denote by ˆ� a� the set of (restricted) roots. Then

gD g0˚
X
˛2ˆ

g˛ and g0 Dm˚ a;

where mD Lie.K/\ g0 . We fix a set ��ˆ of simple roots and denote by ˆC the
corresponding subset of positive roots.
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We introduce the set of standard parabolic subgroups PI of G which are associated to
subsets I ��. We denote by ˆI �ˆ the subset of roots that are linear combinations
of elements from I. The standard parabolic subalgebra is defined by

pI DmI C aC nI ;

where
mI DmC aC

X
˛2ˆI

g˛ and nI D
X

˛2ˆCnˆI

g˛:

We also set
n�I D

X
˛2ˆ�nˆI

g˛:

Then
gD n�I ˚ pI :

The standard parabolic subgroup PI is defined as the normaliser of pI in g. A general
parabolic subgroup is a subgroup of G which is conjugate to one of the standard
parabolic subgroups PI . The flag manifolds are the homogeneous spaces

FI DG=PI :

Let
N�I D exp.n�I /:

Then it follows from the Bruhat decomposition that

UI DN
�
I PI

is an open dense subset of FI , and, moreover, the complement of N�I PI in FI is a
finite union of analytic submanifolds of lower dimensions.

Let us describe how typical elements g 2G act on the flag manifolds FI . Every g 2G
can be written uniquely as a commuting product

(2-2) g D gcgncgu;

where Ad.gc/ is semisimple and has all eigenvalues of modulus one, Ad.gnc/ is
semisimple and has all eigenvalues real and positive, and Ad.gu/ is unipotent. Note
that the actions of g 2G and its conjugate hgh�1 on FI are smoothly conjugate. Thus
we can analyse the action of g using that of hgh�1 on FI . Hence, replacing g by a
conjugate of g , we may assume that gnc D a 2 exp.aC/, where

aC D fa 2 a W ˛.a/� 0 for all ˛ 2�g
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is the positive Weyl chamber in a. Then the action of g on the open cell UI � FI can
be described as follows:

(2-3) g � exp.x/PI D exp
� X
˛2ˆ�nˆI

e˛.log.a//Ad.gcgu/x˛

�
PI

for x D
X

˛2ˆ�nˆI

x˛ 2 n
�
I :

We recall that the element g is called R–regular if the number of eigenvalues of Ad.g/
of modulus one, counted with multiplicity, is as minimal as possible. This condition is
equivalent to a being in the interior of aC . We also use the following more general
notion of regularity.

Definition 2.1 For J ��, an element g 2G is called J–regular if it is of the form
(2-2) with gnc being conjugated to a 2 exp.aC/ such that ˛.log.a// > 0 for all ˛ 2 J.
In particular, �–regular elements are precisely the R–regular elements.

Now suppose that the element g in (2-3) is .�nI /–regular. Then ˛.log.a// < 0 for
all ˛ 2ˆ�nˆI. We observe that the map Ad.gcgu/ preserves the root spaces and has
eigenvalues of absolute value one, and kAd.gcgu/nk grows at most polynomially as
n!1. Hence, it follows that the identity coset ePI is a differentiable sink for g ,
and gnz! ePI as n!1 for every z 2 UI . Since UI is dense, it also clear that this
sink is unique. We denote by sg 2 FI the sink of the element g .

The above discussion shows that every .�nI /–regular element has a sink in FI . As we
shall see in the next section, the converse is also true: if an element has a topological
sink in FI , then it is .�nI /–regular.

2.2 Dynamics on projective spaces

It is convenient to study the action of G on the flag manifolds FI by embedding FI
in a product of suitable projective spaces, endowed with the sup metric. Thus we can
reduce metric and topological questions about FI to their natural analogues in the
various projective spaces. More precisely, we consider the G–equivariant embedding

(2-4) �I W FI !
Y

˛2�nI

P .V˛/; gPI 7! .�˛.g/v˛ W ˛ 2�nI /;

introduced in [1, Section 3], which is defined using suitable irreducible representations

�˛W G! GL.V˛/; ˛ 2�;
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and the highest-weight vectors v˛ 2 V˛ . These representations have the property
that the transformation �˛.g/ is proximal if and only if g is f˛g–regular (see [1,
Section 2.5]). We recall that a linear transformation is called proximal if it has a unique
eigenvalue of maximal modulus, and this eigenvalue has multiplicity one.

Proposition 2.2 Suppose that the action of an element g 2G on the flag manifold FI
has a topological sink. Then g is .�nI /–regular. In particular, every topological sink
for the standard action on FI is also a differentiable sink, and this sink is unique.

Proof We prove the proposition by considering the action on �I .FI /. If the action of
.�˛.g//˛2�nI on �I .FI / has a topological sink, then the actions of �˛.g/ on �˛.FI /
for ˛2�nI also have topological sinks. We will show that then the �˛.g/ are proximal.
In view of the above remark, this will imply the proposition.

We write the transformation �˛.g/ as a commuting product

�˛.g/D kau;

where k is semisimple with eigenvalues of absolute value one, a is semisimple with
real positive eigenvalues, and u is unipotent. Let s˛ 2 �˛.FI / be a topological sink
of �˛.g/. We fix a �˛.K/–invariant metric on P .V˛/ and denote by B�.s˛/ the �–ball
centred at s˛ in �˛.FI /. Then, since s˛ is a sink, there exists �0 > 0 such that for
every � > 0 and all sufficiently large n, we have

gn.B�0.s˛//� B�.s˛/;

and hence
.au/n.B�0.s˛//� B�.k

�ns˛/:

Passing to subsequence, we may assume that k�ni s˛! s˛ . Hence, it follows that for
every � > 0 and all sufficiently large i , we have

(2-5) .au/ni .B�0.s˛//� B2�.s˛/:

In this case, we say that s˛ is a topological sink for the sequence of transformations
.au/ni.

The transformation au has real positive eigenvalues. Let � be the maximal eigenvalue
of this transformation, and let V˛.�/ be the corresponding Jordan subspace. We denote
by ��W V˛! V˛.�/ the projection map defined by the Jordan decomposition of au.
We claim that ��.s˛/¤ 0. Indeed, suppose that ��.s˛/D 0. It follows from (2-5) that
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for a sufficiently small neighbourhood O of the identity in G and all v 2 �˛.O/s˛ ,
we have

.au/niv! s˛:

On the other hand, if ��.v/¤ 0, then, since � is maximal, .au/niv must converge to
a point in P .V˛.�//, which contradicts our assumption that ��.s˛/D 0. Hence, we
conclude that

�˛.O/s˛ � ker.��/:

Since �˛.FI /D �˛.G/s˛ is an analytic submanifold of P .V˛/, this implies that

�˛.FI /� ker.��/:

However, this contradicts irreducibility of the representation �˛ . Hence, we conclude
that ��.s˛/¤ 0.

The transformation au acts on P .V˛.�// as u. We can write uD exp.X/ for some
nilpotent X 2 End.V˛/ preserving the Jordan decomposition. Then u is contained in a
unipotent one-parameter subgroup U D fexp.tX/gt2R of �˛.G/. The projection map
��W V˛! V˛.�/ is equivariant with respect to the action of U. We consider the action
of U on S D ��.�˛.FI //. Then the point s D ��.s˛/ is a topological sink for the
sequence uni. It follows from Lemma 2.3 below that SDfsg. If dim.V˛.�//>1, then it
would follow that �˛.FI / was contained in a proper subspace of V˛ , but this contradicts
irreducibility of the representation �˛ . Hence, we conclude that dim.V˛.�//D 1, and
�˛.g/ is proximal. This implies that g is ˛–regular for all ˛ 2�nI, and completes
the proof.

The following lemma was used in the proof of the previous proposition.

Lemma 2.3 Let U D futgt2R be a one-parameter unipotent group of linear transfor-
mations of a vector space V , S � P .V / a U –invariant connected analytic submanifold,
and s 2 S a topological sink for the restriction to S of a sequence uni satisfying
ni !1. Then S D fsg.

Proof Since s is a topological sink for the sequence uni , there exists a neighbourhood
W0 of s in S such that for every neighbourhood W of s in S and all sufficiently
large i ,

(2-6) uni .W0/�W:
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that V D hSi. Moreover, since S is an
analytic submanifold, it follows that V DhW0i. We write ut D exp.tX/ for a nilpotent
transformation X 2 End.V /. We suppose that X ¤ 0 and take l � 1 such that X l ¤ 0
and X lC1 D 0. Then

ut D

lX
jD0

tjXj

j Š
:

There exists w 2W0 such that X lw ¤ 0. Then

utw! ŒX lw� in P .V / as t !�1 and as t !C1:

In particular, it follows that

(2-7) s D ŒX lw�:

It also follows that there exists t0 2R such that for all t < t0 , we have

utw 2W0:

Then we deduce from (2-6) that for every neighbourhood W of s in S and all suffi-
ciently large i ,

uni �utw D uniCtw 2W:

Then, taking t D�ni , we conclude that w D s . However, it follows from (2-7) that
Xs D 0, so that w ¤ s . This contradiction implies that X D 0 (that is, U is trivial),
and since s is a sink, S D fsg.

3 Existence of many sinks

In this section we establish an abundance of differentiable sinks for arbitrary smooth
actions which are C 0–conjugate to the standard actions on flag manifolds. We only
require existence of a single differentiable sink.

The following proposition will play a central role in the proof of our main result. It
might have other applications, and we emphasise that this result is applicable to any
Zariski-dense subgroup of a semisimple group without any rank assumptions.

Proposition 3.1 Let G be a semisimple real algebraic group, FI D G=PI a flag
manifold, and � �G a Zariski-dense subgroup of G . We denote by �0 the standard
action of � on FI . Let � be a C 1–action of � on a manifold M, and �W FI !M is
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a C 0–conjugacy intertwining the actions �0 and � . Suppose that there exists 0 2 �
such that �.0/ has a differentiable sink in M. Then there exists a Zariski-dense
subsemigroup S � � such that �./ has a differentiable sink in M for every  2 S .

We will need a quantitative version of the proximal property discussed in Section 2.2.
Given a proximal linear transformation gW V ! V of a vector space V , we denote by
sg 2P .V / the direction corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue, and by X<g �P .V /

the set of directions corresponding to the complementary g–invariant subspace. We fix
standard metrics on the projective spaces P .V / and set

b�g D fx 2 P .V / W d.x; sg/� �g and B�g D fx 2 P .V / W d.x;X<g /� �g:

Definition 3.2 We call a proximal transformation gW V ! V .r; �/–proximal if

d.sg ; X
<
g /� r; g.B�g/� b

�
g ; gjB�g is �–Lipschitz:

This definition is a slight variation of the notion introduced in [1, Section 2-3]. Adapting
it to our setting, we say that:

Definition 3.3 For J ��, an element g 2G is called .J; r; �/–regular if the linear
transformations �˛.g/ are .r; �/–proximal for all ˛ 2 J.

We use the following lemma [1, Section 3.6]. We fix standard metrics on the pro-
jective spaces P .V˛/, which also define a metric on the flag manifolds FI via the
embedding (2-4).

Lemma 3.4 (Benoist) Let 02� be a .�nI /–regular element with the sink s0 2FI .
Then for every sufficiently small r; � > 0, the set

G.0; r; �/D fı 2 � W ı is .�nI; r; �/–regular and d.sı ; s0/� �g

is Zariski-dense in G .

This lemma is proved in [1] for r D 2� , but the same argument allows one to treat
.r; �/–proximal elements as well.

Proof of Proposition 3.1 Throughout the proof, to simplify notation, for  2 � and
x 2 FI , we write �0./x D x for the standard action � on FI .
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Let m0 2M be a differentiable sink for �.0/. We fix a Riemannian metric on M
such that

(3-1) kD.�.0//m0k< 1:

Since � is a homeomorphism, it follows that ��1.m0/ is a topological sink for 0 .
Hence, it follows from Proposition 2.2 that 0 is .�nI /–regular, and ��1.m0/D s0
is the differentiable sink for 0 .

Since 0 is .�nI /–regular, there exists r0 D r0.0/ > 0 and n0.�/ > 0 such that for
every � > 0 and every n� n0.�/, the element n0 is .�nI; r0; �/–regular. We fix r0
as above and, moreover, assume that it is sufficiently small, so that the set G.0; r0; �/
is Zariski-dense for all sufficiently small � > 0 (see Lemma 3.4).

Denote by B�.p/ the �–ball around p in FI . Then we claim that for every � 2 .0; 1/
and ı 2 G.0; r0; �/, there exists c D c.ı/ > 0 such that for � 2

�
0; 1
3
r0
�

as above and
n� n0.�; ı/, we have

ın0 ı
�1.B�=c.ıs0//� B�=c.ıs0/;(3-2)

kD.�.ın0 ı
�1//xk � � when x 2 �.B�=c.ıs0//:(3-3)

The quantity n0.�; ı/ will be specified during the proof.

To prove (3-2), we choose c D c.ı/� 1 so that

d.ı�1x; ı�1y/� cd.x; y/ for all x; y 2 FI :

This implies that

(3-4) ı�1.B�=c.ıs0//� B�.s0/:

We take � D min
˚
1
c
; 1
2
r0
	

. For every n � n0.�/, the element n0 is .�nI; r0; �/–
regular. Then since � < 1

3
r , we have r0� � � �, and

�˛.B�.s0//� B
�
�˛.0/

for all ˛ 2�nI:

Hence, since the transformations �˛.n0 /jB�
�˛.0/

for ˛ 2 �nI are �–Lipschitz, we
conclude that

n0 .B�.s0//� B��.s0/� B�=c.s0/:

Since d.sı ; s0/� � , we also have

B�=c.s0/� B�=cC�.sı/� B2�.sı/;
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and since � < 1
3
r0 ,

�˛.B2�.sı//� B
�
�˛.ı/

for all ˛ 2�nI:

Using that the transformations �˛.ı/jB�
�˛.ı/

for ˛ 2�nI are �–Lipschitz, we deduce
that

ı.B�=c.s0//� B�2=c.ıs0/;

which is contained in B�=c.ıs0/ provided that �� 1. This completes the proof of (3-2).

Now we proceed with proving (3-3). It follows from (3-4) that

(3-5) �.ı�1/.�.B�=c.ıs0///� �.B�.s0//:

We take l1 � 1 such that  l10 is .�nI; r0; �0/–regular with �0 D 1
2

minfr0; 1g. Then,
since we have assumed that � < 1

3
r0 , we have �0 < r0� � , and for all ˛ 2�nI,

�˛.B�.s0//� B
�0
�˛.0/

:

This implies that

(3-6) 
l1
0 .B�.s0//� B�0.s0/:

Moreover, since the transformations �˛.
l1
0 /jB�0

�˛.0/

for ˛ 2�nI are �0–Lipschitz,

(3-7) 
l1
0 .B� .s0//� B�0� .s0/ for every � 2 .0; �0�:

This implies that the sets W� D �.B� .s0// give �. l10 /–invariant neighbourhoods of
m0 for � 2 .0; �0�. We choose �0 2 .0; �0� sufficiently small that

�D sup
x2W�0

kD.�.
l1
0 //xk< 1:

This is possible in view of (3-1). Then it follows from the chain rule that there exists
C > 0 such that, for every n� 1,

(3-8) sup
x2W�0

kD.�.n0 //xk � C�
bn=l1c:

Using (3-7), we deduce that there exists l2 � 1 such that


l2
0 .B�0.s0//� B�0.s0/:

Then it follows from (3-6) that


l1Cl2
0 .B�.s0//� B�0.s0/
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and
�.

l1Cl2
0 /.�.B�.s0///�W�0 :

Hence, using (3-5), we conclude that

�.
l1Cl2
0 ı�1/.�.B�=c.ıs0///�W�0 :

Now the claim (3-3) follows the estimate (3-8) and the chain rule.

We consider the semigroup of the form

S D hın0 ı
�1
W ı 2 G.0; r0; �/; n� n0.�; ı/i:

It follows from property (3-2) that for every  2 S , the transformation �./ preserves
the neighbourhood U D �.B�=c.ıs0//. Moreover, by (3-3),

sup
x2U

kD.�.//xk � �:

When � is sufficiently small, this implies that �./ is a contraction with respect to the
Riemannian metric on U. Hence, we conclude that the map �./ has a fixed point in
U which is a differentiable sink.

It remains to show that the semigroup S is Zariski-dense. Let S be the Zariski closure
of S . We denote by An the Zariski connected component of the Zariski closure of the
cyclic group hn0 i. We note that since 0 has a sink, it must be of infinite order, so that
An is not trivial for all n. Moreover, we may assume that the projections of 0 to all
nontrivial simple factors of G also have infinite order. Indeed, suppose that for some
nontrivial simple factor Gi �G , the Gi –component of 0 has finite order. Then, for
some n, the transformation n0 acts trivially on the submanifold Gis0 � FI . Since
s0 is a sink for 0 , this implies that Gis0 D s0 , and Gi � PI . In this case, we can
replace the group G by G=Gi . Hence, without loss of generality, the projections of
0 to all nontrivial simple factors of G also have infinite order.

We note that Am � An when m divides n and consider the descending sequence of
Zariski-closed subgroups Bn D AnŠ . For sufficiently large n, this sequence stabilises,
and we denote the minimal element by B . For every ı2G.0; r; �/, we have ıBı�1�S .
Hence, it follows from Zariski-density of G.0; r; �/ that S contains the conjugacy
class BG . Since S is a semigroup, its Zariski-closure S is a group. We conclude that
S contains the normal subgroup generated by B . Since the projections of 0 to all
nontrivial simple factors of G have infinite order, it follows that S DG , so that S is
Zariski-dense.
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4 Projection maps

Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group, FI DG=PI a flag manifold, and � �G
an irreducible lattice subgroup of G . We denote by �0 the action of � on FI . Let �
be a smooth action of � on a compact manifold M. In this section we study properties
of a C 0–conjugacy map

�W FI !M

that intertwines the actions �0 and � . We will consider an element  with a differ-
entiable sink in M. After a conjugation, we may and will assume that the sink for
 in FI is the identity coset ePI . The aim of this section is to construct a family of
projections maps �.˛/0 W UI ! UI for simple roots ˛ not in I, defined on the open
cell UI DN�I PI � FI and the corresponding projection maps z�.˛/0 for M, which are
conjugated to �.˛/0 via � . Note that we get similar projections for different � 2 �
with a differentiable sink. Naturally, the parabolic stabilising the sink of � and the
open cell will depend on � .

Since the centre of G acts trivially on the flag manifold FI , and hence on M thanks
to the semiconjugacy ˆ, we may assume without loss of generality that G is centre-
free. It follows from the Margulis arithmeticity theorem (see [19, Chapter IX] or [28,
Chapter 6]) that there exist a connected semisimple algebraic Q–group G and surjective
homomorphism �W G .R/ı ! G such that ker.�/ is compact and �.G .Z/\G .R/ı/

is commensurable to � . We will make use of arithmetic properties of � which are
easiest to state when the group G has a Q–structure. Hence, now we assume that
G DG .R/ı and � is a finite-index subgroup of G .Z/\G .R/ı . This setup is a bit
different from that of Theorem 1.2. Indeed, there we assume that G does not have
compact factors, and explained how to interpolate between the cases with and without
compact factors. Alternatively we could have allowed compact factors in Theorem 1.2,
and considered only factors G=P where P contains all compact factors. Since the
components of  2 � in any of the compact factors act trivially, this is equivalent to
Theorem 1.2 as stated.

In order to have rich dynamics in a neighbourhood of a sink, we need to construct
commuting elements satisfying certain independence properties. More precisely, these
elements will be chosen in the centraliser Z�.0/, where 0 is picked from a given
Zariski-dense subsemigroup S . Eventually, we apply this construction for the semi-
group S � � introduced in Proposition 3.1, but the discussion in the first part of this
section applies to arbitrary Zariski-dense subsemigroups S �G .Q/.
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Our argument is based on the results established by Prasad and Rapinchuk [23]. We
also refer to [22] for basic properties of regular and R–regular elements. We start by
introducing required notation. We denote by ZG .g/

ı the connected component of the
centraliser of g in G with respect to the Zariski topology. We recall that if g 2G is a
regular and R–regular element, then ZG .g/

ı is a maximal torus in G , and

(4-1) ZG .g/
ı
DBgTg ;

where Bg is a torus such that Bg.R/ is compact, and Tg is a maximal R–split torus
in G . We note that an R–regular element is necessarily semisimple. In particular,
it follows from [2, IV.11.12] that g 2 ZG .g/

ı . For a character � of Tg and h D
bt 2ZG .g/

ı DBTg , we set �.h/D �.t/. Since ZG .g/
ı has finite index in ZG .g/,

it follows that, for every h 2ZG .g/, hl 2ZG .g/
ı for some l � 1. In that case, we

set �.h/D �.hl/1=l . It is clear that this definition is independent of the choice of the
exponent l .

We say that g 2G .Q/ is anisotropic if the torus ZG .g/
ı is anisotropic over Q.

The group G has a decomposition as an almost direct product

(4-2) G DG .1/
� � �G .r/;

where the G .i/ are the connected Q–simple subgroups of G . We say that an element
g 2 G is without components of finite order if with respect to this decomposition,
g D g1 � � �gr with all gi of infinite order. A maximal Q–subtorus T of G is called
Q–quasi-irreducible if it does not contain any Q–subtori other than almost direct
products of the tori T .i/ D T \G .i/ .

We say that commuting elements ı1; ı2 2 G .Q/ are multiplicatively independent if
the projections of ı1 and ı2 on every nontrivial Q–simple factor of G generate a
subgroup isomorphic to Z2 .

Lemma 4.1 Let S be a Zariski-dense subsemigroup of G .Q/. Then there ex-
ists a regular and R–regular element 0 2 S which is anisotropic, without com-
ponents of finite order, and such that for every commuting multiplicatively independent
ı1; ı2 2 ZG .0/.Q/ and every nontrivial R–character � of T0 , the real numbers
�.ı1/ and �.ı2/ are multiplicatively independent.

Proof It follows from [23, Theorem 2] that there exists a regular and R–regular 0 2S
such that ZG .0/

ı is a Q–quasi-irreducible torus in G which is anisotropic over Q.
Let us suppose that for some nontrivial R–character � of T0 , the real numbers �.ı1/
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and �.ı2/ are multiplicatively dependent, that is, there exists .n1; n2/ 2 Z2nf.0; 0/g

such that
�.ı1/

n1�.ı2/
n2 D �.ı

n1
1 ı

n2
2 /D 1:

Replacing ı1 and ı2 by ıl1 and ıl2 for suitable l � 1, we may assume without loss
of generality that ı1; ı2 2 ZG .0/

ı . Then the subgroup hın11 ı
n2
2 i is contained in a

proper subtorus of ZG .0/
ı . Hence, its Zariski closure gives a proper Q–subtorus

of ZG .0/
ı . Since ZG .0/

ı is Q–quasi-irreducible, it follows that the projection
of ın11 ı

n2
2 to one of the nontrivial Q–simple factors of G should have finite order.

However, this contradicts the assumption that ı1 and ı2 are multiplicatively indepen-
dent. Hence, we conclude that �.ı1/ and �.ı2/ are multiplicatively independent for
all nontrivial R–characters �.

Given a regular and R–regular g 2G , we denote by ˆg Dˆ.Tg ;G / the root system
arising from the action of Tg on the Lie algebra of G . Once an ordering on ˆ.Tg ;G /
is given, we define the set of positive roots ˆCg , the set of negative roots ˆ�g , and the
set of simple roots �g �ˆCg .

Lemma 4.2 Let 0 2 � be an element as in Lemma 4.1. We fix an ordering on ˆ0
such that

(4-3) ˛.0/ < 1 for all ˛ 2ˆ�0 :

Then, for every simple root ˛0 2 �0 , there exists a sequence ın 2 � \ ZG .0/
ı

consisting of commuting R–regular elements and satisfying

˛0.ın/! 1

and
˛.ın/! 0 for all ˛ 2ˆ�0 that are not proportional to ˛0:

Proof Since the group H DZG .0/
ı is anisotropic over Q, it follows that H .Z/ is

a lattice in H .R/. In particular, we deduce that � \H is a lattice in H .R/, and it
contains a subgroup ƒ'Zr, where r D dim.T0/ is the R–rank of G . It also follows
that  l0 2ƒ for some l � 1. We have a decomposition

H DH .1/
� � �H .r/;

where H .i/ DH \G .i/ and the G .i/ are the connected Q–simple normal subgroups
of G from (4-2). Since the H .i/ are anisotropic over Q, H .i/.Z/ is a lattice in
H .i/.R/ as well. It follows from our assumption on the rank of G that each of the
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factors G .i/ has R–rank at least two, so that

(4-4) H .i/
\ƒ' Zri with ri � 2:

We consider a collection of linear forms L˛ D log.˛/ for ˛ 2�0 on Zr that defines
the negative Weyl chamber

C� D fa 2ƒ˝R W L˛.a/ < 0 for all ˛ 2�0g

that contains  l0 . Since ƒ is a lattice in ƒ˝R, there exists ı0 2ƒ such that

(4-5) ˛.ı0/� ˛0.ı0/ < 0 for every ˛ 2�0 :

This, in particular, implies that ı0 has no components of finite order. It follows from
(4-4) that there exists ı1 2ƒ such that ı0 and ı1 are multiplicatively independent. We
consider the subgroup ƒ0D hı0; ı1i 'Z2 of ƒ. We note that C�\.ƒ0˝R/ defines
a nontrivial cone in ƒ0˝R'R2 . It follows from Lemma 4.1 that ker.L˛jƒ0/D 0,
and forms L˛1 jƒ0 and L˛2 jƒ0 are proportional only when the roots ˛1 and ˛2 are
proportional. In particular, every nontrivial element of ƒ0 is R–regular. It follows
from (4-5) that the line L˛0 D 0 gives one of the faces of the cone C� \ .ƒ0˝R/.
Then there exists a sequence ın 2 C� \ƒ0 such that ın !1 and L˛0.ın/! 0.
Moreover, it is clear that jL.ın/j ! 1 for any linear from L on ƒ0˝R which is
not proportional to L˛0 jƒ0˝R . In particular, jL˛.ın/j !1 for any ˛ 2�0nf˛0g.
Since ın 2 C�\ƒ0 , it follows that L˛.ın/!�1 for all ˛ 2�0nf˛0g. This also
implies that L˛.ın/!�1 for all ˛ 2ˆ�0 that are not proportional to ˛0 and proves
the lemma.

Now we apply the above results to the Zariski-dense subsemigroup S of � constructed
in Proposition 3.1. We recall that for every element  2 S , the map �./ has a
differentiable sink in M. We fix 0 2 S as in Lemma 4.1 that determines the ordering
on ˆ0 satisfying (4-3) and the corresponding set of simple roots �0 �ˆ0 .

It will be convenient to work with the Cartan decomposition (2-1), which is compatible
with ZG .0/

ı . We choose a Cartan involution � such that the torus ZG .0/
ı is

� –invariant. Then

B0.R/
ı
�K and Lie.T0.R//� p:

Since T0 is a maximal R–split torus, AD T0.R/
ı gives a Cartan subgroup of G .

We abuse notation and identify the root system ˆ0 of T0 with the root system of a
introduced in Section 2.1.
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Let I ��0 and ˛0 2�0nI. We recall that UI DN�I PI denotes the open cell in the
flag manifold FI DG=PI . We also denote by n

.˛0/
I the subalgebra of n�I generated

by the root spaces g˛ with ˛ 2ˆ�0nˆ
I
0

which are proportional to ˛0 , and define

N
.˛0/
I D exp.n.˛0/I / and U

.˛0/
I DN

.˛0/
I PI :

The U .˛0/I is a nontrivial submanifold of the open cell UI . Let

�
.˛0/
0 W UI D exp.n�I /PI ! U

.˛0/
I D exp.n.˛0/I /PI

be the natural projection map.

Lemma 4.3 Let 0 2 � be as in Lemma 4.1. Then there exists a sequence of com-
muting R–regular elements ı.˛0/n 2 � \ZG .0/

ı satisfying

(4-6) ˛0.ı
.˛0/
n /! 1

and

(4-7) ˛.ı.˛0/n /! 0 for all ˛ 2ˆ�0 that are not proportional to ˛0

such that the projection map �.˛0/0 is the limit of the maps �0.ı
.˛0/
n / acting on UI �FI .

In particular, for every g 2N .˛0/
I and x 2 UI ,

(4-8) �
.˛0/
0 .gx/D g�

.˛0/
0 .x/;

and for every  2 � \ZG .0/
ı and x 2 UI ,

(4-9) �
.˛0/
0 .�0./x/D �0./�

.˛0/
0 .x/:

Proof Let ın 2 � \ZG .0/
ı be the sequence constructed in Lemma 4.2. Since 0 is

regular and R–regular, its centraliser satisfies (4-1), so that we can write ın D knan
with kn 2B0.R/ and an 2 T0.R/. For every v 2 nI ,

�0.ın/ exp.v/PI D exp.Ad.ın/v/PI D exp.Ad.an/Ad.kn/v/PI :

It follows from properties of the sequence ın that ˛0.an/! 1 and ˛.an/! 0 for
every ˆ�0nˆ

I
0

, so that for every l � 1 and w 2 nI ,

(4-10) Ad.aln/w! p
.˛0/
0 .w/;

where p.˛0/0 W n�I ! n
.˛0/
I is the natural projection map. Moreover, this convergence

is uniform over l � 1 and w in compact sets. We observe that the transformations
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Ad.kn/jnI belong to a compact abelian group � < GL.nI /. Hence, passing to a
subsequence, we may assume that Ad.kn/jnI ! ! for some ! 2�. For every j � 1,
there exists lj � 1 such that

d.!lj ; id/ < j�1;

and there exists nj � 1 such that

d.Ad.knj /jnI ; !/ < .lj j /
�1:

Hence, it follows that
d.Ad.kljnj /jnI ; id/ < j

�1:

Combining this estimate with (4-10), we deduce that for v 2 nI ,

Ad.ıljnj /v D Ad.alinj /Ad.kljnj /v! p
.˛0/
0 .v/:

Hence, the required sequence can be taken to be ı.˛0/j D ı
lj
nj . This proves the first part

of the lemma. The second part, (4-8), also follows because for v 2 n.˛0/I and x 2 UI ,

�0.ı
.˛0/
n / exp.v/x D exp.Ad.ı.˛0/n /v/�0.ı

.˛0/
n /x! exp.v/�.˛0/0 .x/:

The last claim, (4-9), is immediate as well because ZG .0/
ı is commutative. This

completes the proof.

Next we show that there exist dynamically defined projection maps on M which are
analogues of the projection maps �.˛0/0 . We recall that �.0/ has a differentiable sink
s 2M. It is also clear that s0 D ePI is the unique sink of the R–regular element 0 .
Since the C 0–conjugacy �W FI !M intertwines �0.0/ and �.0/, it follows that
�.s0/D s .

Lemma 4.4 There exists a neighbourhood O0 of the sink s such that �.ı.˛0/n /jO0
converges to a smooth map z�.˛0/0 W O0!M satisfying

(4-11) � ı�
.˛0/
0 D z�

.˛0/
0 ı�

on ��1.O0/.

To prove this lemma, we need to use the theory of polynomial normal forms for smooth
diffeomorphisms, which we now recall. We refer to [11; 12] for more details. We
note that we only require normal forms at a differentiable sink, rather then the more
elaborate theory of contractions on vector bundle extensions developed in [11; 12].
However, we are not aware of a simpler reference for our case.
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Let f be a diffeomorphism with a differentiable sink s , �1; : : : ; �l the different
moduli of eigenvalues of D.f /s , and m1; : : : ; ml their multiplicities. We represent
the tangent space Ts.M/' Rm as the direct sum of the spaces Rmi ; : : : ;Rml , and
let .t1; : : : ; tl/ be the corresponding coordinate representation of a vector t 2Rn . Let

P W Rm!Rm; .t1; : : : ; tl/ 7! .P1.t1; : : : ; tl/; : : : ; Pl.t1; : : : ; tl//;

be a polynomial map preserving the origin. We will say that the map P is of sub-
resonance type if it contains only homogeneous terms in Pi .t1; : : : ; tl/ with degree of
homogeneity sj in the coordinates of tj for i D 1; : : : ; l , for which the subresonance
relations

�i �
X
j¤i

sj�j

hold. There are only finitely many subresonance relations and it is known (see [11; 12])
that polynomial maps of the subresonance type with invertible derivative at the origin
generate a finite-dimensional Lie group. We will denote this group by SR� . The
polynomial maps of subresonance type provide convenient normal forms of the diffeo-
morphism f and its centraliser.

Proposition 4.5 [11; 12] There exists a coordinate chart !W O!O0 �Rm around
the sink s for which ! ıf ı!�1 is a polynomial map of subresonance type contained
in the group SR� . Moreover, this coordinate chart transforms into such a normal form
in SR� any diffeomorphism which commutes with f .

With the help of this proposition, we prove Lemma 4.4.

Proof of Lemma 4.4 By Proposition 4.5, there is a neighbourhood O of s D �.s0/
on which we have normal forms for every diffeomorphism that commutes with �.0/
and, in particular, for the diffeomorphisms �.ı.˛0/n /. Replacing O by a neighbourhood
O0 �O , we can assume that �.0/ and �.ı.˛0/n / map O0 into O . Indeed, this follows
from properties of the sequence ı.˛0/n (see (4-6)–(4-7)). Then we define z�.˛0/0 on
O0 as the limit of �.ı.˛0/n /. It is clear that this limit exists in C 0–topology because
� intertwines the map �.ı.˛0/n / with the map �0.ı

.˛0/
n /. Moreover, since the maps

�.ı
.˛0/
n /jO0 are polynomials of bounded degree in the normal form coordinates, z�.˛0/0

is also a polynomial of the same degree, hence smooth. The equivariance property is
immediate from the equivariance of � with respect to the actions � and �0 .
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Proposition 4.6 The local projection map z�.˛0/0 W O0 !M, defined in Lemma 4.4,
extends to a smooth map z�.˛0/0 W �.UI /!M such that

(4-12) � ı�
.˛0/
0 D z�

.˛0/
0 ı�

on UI .

Proof We can extend the smooth projection map z�.˛0/0 defined on the neighbourhood
of the sink O0 to the whole �.UI / using conjugation by �.0/. More precisely, given
any compact subset � of �.UI /, there exists n such that �.0/n.�/ 2O0 . Then we
set

z�
.˛0/
0 .x/D �.0/

�n
z�
.˛0/
0 .�.0/

nx/; x 2�:

It follows from (4-9) and (4-11) that the definition of z�.˛0/0 is consistent with z�.˛0/0

on O0 and is independent of the choice of n. This allows us to extend z�.˛0/0 to �.UI /
so that (4-12) holds.

Lemma 4.7 There exists  2 � \ZG .0/
ı such that �.U .˛0/I / in a neighbourhood

of the sink s is equal to the strong stable manifold of �./. In particular, �.U .˛0/I / is
an immersed submanifold.

Proof As we already observed in the proof of Lemma 4.2, � \ZG .0/
ı is a lattice

subgroup in ZG .0/
ı.R/. Its projection to T0.R/ is also a lattice. Since the set of

simple roots �0 forms a basis of the dual space of T0.R/
ı . It follows that there

exists  2 � \ZG .0/
ı such that ˛0./ < 1 and ˛./ > 1 for all ˛ 2 �0nf˛0g.

Then U .˛0/I is the strong stable manifold of �0./ at s0 D ��1.s/. Suppose y is
contained in a small neighbourhood of s D �.s0/ in M, and it has its forward �./–
orbit in this neighbourhood. Let y D �.x/ for some x 2 UI . Then the forward orbit
�0./

nx stays in a small neighbourhood of s0 . In particular, it follows that x 2 U .˛0/I

and y 2 �.U
.˛0/
I /. Since �0./ is purely hyperbolic at s0 , we see that �0./ny

converges to s0 exponentially fast. Hence, for some fixed sufficiently large n0 , the
transformation �0.n0�10 / also contracts x to s0 . Since � is continuous, it follows
that �.n0�10 /ny D �.0/

�n�.n0/ny converges to s D �.s0/. On the other hand,
s is a differentiable sink of �.0/, so that we conclude that �.n0/ny must converge
to s exponentially fast. This proves that �.U .˛0/I / is equal to the strong stable manifold
of �.n0/ in a neighbourhood of s . In particular, we also derive that �.U .˛0/I / is
a submanifold in a neighbourhood of s . We deduce that �.U .˛0/I / is an immersed
submanifold using the action of �.0/�1 .
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5 Smoothness along foliations

We keep the notation from the previous section and continue our investigation of the
conjugacy map �W FI !M. In this section, we establish smoothness of � restricted
to open dense subsets of submanifolds U .˛0/I of FI . The higher-rank assumption on
G is crucial here.

Let H .˛0/
I be a connected component of the closure of �0.ZG .0/

ı\�/jU .˛0/I
. The

latter can be identified with the closure of the linear group Ad.ZG .0/
ı\�/jn.˛0/I

. It
follows from Lemma 4.1 that H .˛0/

I is not trivial. Since H .˛0/
I acts freely away from

the fixed point s0 , we get a foliation of U .˛0/I nfs0g by H .˛0/
I –orbits. We also note the

action of H .˛0/
I commutes with the action of �0.0/.

Proposition 5.1 The conjugacy map �W FI !M restricted to U .˛0/I is C1 on an
open dense subset.

In the proof of this proposition, we use a technical lemma which involves equidistribu-
tion properties of flows on the homogeneous space �nG . This requires new notation
which we now introduce. Let

M DZK.a/
ı:

Let fatg be a one-parameter subgroup of the Cartan group A such that NCI is the
contracting horospherical subgroup for it, namely,

NCI D fg 2G W atga
�1
t ! eg:

We write G as an almost direct product

G DG.1/ � � �G.r/;

where the G.i/ are connected normal subgroups of G such that �\G.i/ are irreducible
lattices in G.i/ . Then .�\G.1// � � � .�\G.r// has finite index in � and, without loss
of generality, we may assume that

� D .� \G.1// � � � .� \G.r//:

We denote by GI the product of the G.i/ which are contained in PI .

Lemma 5.2 Given arbitrary g0; g 2G , p0 2MA, a neighbourhood O of the identity
in G , and a neighbourhood O0 of the identity in NCI , for all sufficiently large t ,

� \g0OGI .O0p0at /�1g�1 ¤∅:
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Proof We first assume for simplicity that the lattice � is irreducible. Then this
lemma follows directly from well-known equidistribution properties of the expanding
horospherical subgroups on the space �nG (see, for instance, [17, 2.2.1]): for arbitrary
 2 Cc.�nG/, f 2 Cc.NCI / and x 2 �nG ,

(5-1)
Z
N
C

I

f .p/ .xpat / dmNCI
.p/!

�Z
N
C

I

f dm
N
C

I

��Z
�nG

 dm�nG

�
as t!1, where m

N
C

I

denotes a Haar measure on NCI , and m�nG is the Haar measure
on �nG such that m�nG.�nG/D1. We take nonzero f �0 with supp.f /�p�10 O0p0
(note that MA normalises NCI ), nonzero  �0 with supp. /��g0O , and xD�gp0 .
It follows from (5-4) thatZ

N
C

I

f .p/ .xpat / dmNCI
.p/ > 0

for all sufficiently large t . This implies that there exists p 2 p�10 O0p0 such that

�gp0pat 2 �g0O:

Hence, it follows that

� \g0O.O0p0at /�1g�1 ¤∅:

This proves the lemma under the assumption that � is irreducible.

Now we discuss the general case. We note that the proof of (5-4) is based on the mixing
property on �nG : for every  1;  2 2 Cc.�nG/,

(5-2)
Z
�nG

 1.z/ 2.zg/ dm�nG.z/!

�Z
�nG

 1 dm�nG

��Z
�nG

 2 dm�nG

�
as g!1 in G . Although (5-2) fails in general when the lattice � is not irreducible,
it is true provided that the projection of g to every factor G.i/ goes to infinity. We
observe that the projection of at to every simple factor which is not contained in GI
goes to infinity as t !1. Hence, this flow still satisfies the mixing property on the
space .�GI /nG , or equivalently the mixing property for GI –invariant functions on
the space �nG . Namely, for every GI –invariant  1;  2 2 Cc.�nG/,

(5-3)
Z
�nG

 1.z/ 2.zat / dm�nG.z/!

�Z
�nG

 1 dm�nG

��Z
�nG

 2 dm�nG

�
as t!1. This allows us to use the same argument as in [17, 2.2.1] to deduce that for
a GI –invariant  2 Cc.�nG/, f 2 Cc.NCI / and x 2 �nG ,
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(5-4)
Z
N
C

I

f .p/ .xpat / dmNCI
.p/!

�Z
N
C

I

f dm
N
C

I

��Z
�nG

 dm�nG

�
as t ! 1. Now we can finish the proof as in the previous paragraph by taking
nonzero GI –invariant function  � 0 with supp. /� �g0OGI . We deduce that for
all sufficiently large t , there exists p 2 p�10 O0p0 such that

�gp0pat 2 �g0OGI :
This implies the lemma.

Proof of Proposition 5.1 First, we show that the conjugacy map �W FI !M is C1

along the H .˛0/
I –orbits in U .˛0/I nfs0g. As before, for a sequence n 2ZG .0/

ı\�

such that �0.n/j
U
.˛0/

I

converges to h 2H .˛0/
I , we get convergence in C 0–topology

of the maps �.n/ on the intersection of �.U .˛0/I nfs0g/ with a small enough neigh-
bourhood contained in a normal forms coordinate chart of the sink sD �.s0/ of �.0/.
Since the normal forms of the �.n/ are polynomials of fixed degree, the limiting
map is also a polynomial of the same degree, and hence smooth. By [20, Section 5.1,
Corollary], we get a smooth action of H .˛0/

I on this neighbourhood which intertwines
via � with the action of H .˛0/

I on U .˛0/I nfs0g. Since H .˛0/
I commutes with 0 , we

can extend the action to a smooth action on �.U .˛0/I nfs0g/ which is again intertwined
with the action of H .˛0/

I on U .˛0/I nfs0g via � . Hence, it follows that � is smooth
along the H .˛0/

I –orbits in U .˛0/I nfs0g.

Our next step is, starting with the orbit foliation of H .˛0/
I , to construct additional

smooth foliations Fi defined on open subsets of U .˛0/I . If we show that for x 2 FI ,

(5-5) �jFi .x/ is smooth

and

(5-6) Tx.F1.x//C � � �CTx.Fr.x//D Tx.U
.˛0/
I /;

then it will follow that � is smooth in a neighbourhood of x in U .˛0/I . These new
foliations are constructed as

(5-7) F .y/D �
.˛0/
0 .H

.˛0/
I y/; y 2 U

.˛0/
I nfs0g;

for suitable  2 � . We note that since � is �–equivariant and also equivariant with
respect to �.˛0/0 and z�.˛0/0 (see Proposition 4.6), it is clear that (5-5) holds. Hence, the
main task is to arrange the transversality property (5-6). We construct such foliations
inductively.
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We take arbitrary g0 2 N
.˛0/
I nfeg and a neighbourhood O of identity in G and

consider a distribution E in T .FI / defined on the neighbourhood �.˛0/0 .g0OPI / of
g0PI in U .˛0/I and contained in the tangent distribution of U .˛0/I . We start with E
being the tangent distribution to the orbit foliation H .˛0/

I x for x 2 U .˛0/I nfs0g. If
dim.U .˛0/I /D dim.H .˛0/

I /, then the proposition follows from smoothness of � along
the orbit foliation, so that we assume that E is not equal to the tangent distribution
of U .˛0/I . For g in the neighbourhood of g0 in N

.˛0/
I , we consider a family of

subspaces
V.g/DD.g/�1ePI E.gPI /

of the tangent space TePI .FI /. We make the identification TePI .FI /' g=pI , so that
D.p/ePI D Ad.p/ for p 2 PI .

We recall that N .˛0/
I D exp.n.˛0/I /, where n

.˛0/
I is the span of root spaces for negative

roots proportional to ˛0 . It follows from the properties of root systems that either

N
.˛0/
I D exp.g�˛0/ or N

.˛0/
I D exp.g�˛0 C g�2˛0/:

We treat these two cases separately.

Case 1 (N .˛0/
I D exp.g�˛0/) Then N .˛0/

I is commutative, and

E.g0PI /� Tg0PI .exp.g�˛0/g0PI /;
so that

V.g0/�D.g0/�1ePITg0PI .exp.g�˛0/g0PI /D TePI .exp.g�˛0/PI /D g�˛0 C pI :

In particular, it follows that Ad.NCI / acts trivially on V.g0/, and Ad.A/ acts on V.g0/
by scalar multiples. By Lemma 5.2, given arbitrary p0 2MA, a neighbourhood zO�O
of identity in G , a neighbourhood O0 of identity in NCI and sufficiently large t , there
exists  2 � such that

(5-8)  2 g0 zOGI .O0p0at /�1g�10 :

In particular, it follows that g0PI 2 g0OPI . We claim that there exists  2 � such
that

(5-9) g0PI 2 g0OPI and D.�
.˛0/
0 ı /g0PI E.g0PI /ª E.�.˛0/0 .g0PI //:

It follows from (5-8) that given arbitrary p0 2M, there exists a sequence i 2 � such
that

(5-10) i D gi .uip0ati /
�1g�10 with giPI ! g0PI ; ui 2N

C

I ; ui ! e; ti !1:
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Then ig0PI D giPI ! g0PI , so that ig0PI 2 g0OPI for sufficiently large i .
Suppose that for those i , we have

D.�
.˛0/
0 ı i /g0PI E.g0PI /� E.�.˛0/0 .giPI //:

This means that

D.�
.˛0/
0 ıgi /ePIAd..uip0ati /

�1/V.g0/� E.�.˛0/0 .giPI //:

We have

Ad..uip0ati /
�1/V.g0/D Ad.p�10 /V.g0/:

Hence, we conclude that for all p0 2M,

D.�
.˛0/
0 ıg0/ePIAd.p�10 /V.g0/� E.g0PI /:

Since g0 2N
.˛0/
I , it follows from (4-8) that

D.g0/ePID.�
.˛0/
0 /ePIAd.p�10 /V.g0/� E.g0PI /:

Let W be the subspace generated by Ad.p�10 /V.g/ for p0 2M. Then

D.g0/ePID.�
.˛0/
0 /ePIW � E.g0PI /

and

D.�
.˛0/
0 /ePIW � V.g0/:

Since W is Ad.M/–invariant, it follows from Lemma 5.3 below that W D g�˛0CpI ,
and dim.E/D dim.U ˛0I /, but we have assumed that the distribution E is not equal to
the tangent distribution of U .˛0/I . This contradiction shows that (5-9) holds. Therefore,
we obtain a new distribution D.�.˛0/0 ı /E contained in T .U .˛0/I / and defined in a
neighbourhood �.˛0/0 .g0PI /2g0OPI . Moreover, the distribution D.�.˛0/0 ı/ECE
is strictly larger than the distribution E . Now we can apply the above argument to
the distribution D.�

.˛0/
0 ı /E C E defined in a neighbourhood of �.˛0/0 .g0PI /

contained in �.˛0/0 .g0OPI /, and doing this inductively, we conclude that there exist
1 D e; 2; : : : ; r 2 � and x 2 �.˛0/0 .g0OPI / such that

(5-11) D.�
.˛0/
0 ı 1/E C � � �CD.�

.˛0/
0 ı r/E D Tx.U

.˛0/
I /:

Case 2(a) (N .˛0/
I D exp.g˛0 C g2˛0/) Then

E.gPI /� TgPI .exp.g�˛0 C g�2˛0/gPI /
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and

V.g/�D.g/�1ePITgPI .exp.g�˛0 C g�2˛0/gPI /D TePI .exp.g�˛0 C g�2˛0/PI /

D g�˛0 C g�2˛0 C pI :

We also observe that when E is equal to the tangent distribution of the orbit foliation
of H .˛0/

I , it follows from the definition of the group H .˛0/
I that

E.g0PI /ª Tg0PI .exp.g�2˛0/g0PI /:

Hence,

V.g0/ªD.g0/
�1
ePI
Tg0PI .exp.g�2˛0/g0PI /:

Since g0 2N
.˛0/
I D exp.g�˛0C g�2˛0/, we have g�10 exp.g�2˛0/D exp.g�2˛0/g

�1
0 .

Thus, we conclude that

(5-12) V.g0/ª TePI .exp.g�2˛0/PI /D g�2˛0 C pI :

A similar argument also gives that

(5-13) V.g0/ª g�˛0 C pI :

In Case 2(a), we additionally assume that

(5-14) g˛0 C pI ª V.g0/:

We claim that there exists  2 � such that

(5-15) g0PI 2 g0OPI and D.�
.˛0/
0 ı /g0PI E.g0PI /ª E.�.˛0/0 .g0PI //:

As in Case 1, we show that given an arbitrary p0 2MA, there exists i 2 � such that
(5-10) holds. Then ig0PI D giPI ! g0PI , so that for sufficiently large i , we have
ig0PI 2 g0OPI . Suppose that for those i , we have

D.�
.˛0/
0 ı i /g0PI E.g0PI /� E.�.˛0/0 .giPI //:

This means that

D.�
.˛0/
0 ıgi /ePIAd..uip0ati /

�1/V.g0/� E.�.˛0/0 .giPI //:

We have

Ad..uip0ati /
�1/V.g0/D Ad.a�1ti /Ad.p�10 /Ad.u�1i /V.g0/

D Ad.p�10 /Ad.a�1ti /Ad.u�1i /V.g0/:
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We observe that for x 2 nCI , v1 2 g�˛0 and v2 2 g�2˛0 ,

(5-16) Ad.exp.x//.v1C v2C pI /D .v1C Œx; v2�/C v2C pI

and

(5-17) Ad.a�1t /.v1C v2C pI /D e
��0tv1C e

�2�0tv2C pI

for some �0 > 0. It follows from (5-12) that there exists v D v1C v2 2 g�˛0 ˚ g�2˛0
with v1 ¤ 0 such that vC pI 2 V.g0/. Then, using (5-16) and (5-17), we deduce that

Ad.a�1ti /Ad.u�1i /v

kAd.a�1ti /Ad.u�1i /vk
!

v1

kv1k
2 g�˛0 :

Moreover, we observe that this limit is independent of the sequences ti and ui . There-
fore, we conclude that every limit point of the sequence subspaces

Ad.a�1ti /Ad.u�1i /V.g/! V1

contains a nontrivial subspace V1 � g�˛0 C pI independent of p0 . We conclude that
for all p0 2MA,

D.�
.˛0/
0 ıg0/ePIAd.p�10 /V1 � E.g0PI /:

Since g0 2N
.˛0/
I , it follows from (4-8) that also

D.g0/ePID.�
.˛0/
0 /ePIAd.p�10 /V1 � E.g0PI /:

Let W be the subspace generated by Ad.p�10 /V1 , p0 2MA. Then

D.g0/ePID.�
.˛0/
0 /ePIW � E.g0PI /

and
D.�

.˛0/
0 /ePIW � V.g0/:

Since W � g�˛0 C pI is Ad.M/–invariant, it follows from Lemma 5.3 below that

W D g�˛0 C pI :

However, this contradicts our assumption (5-14). Hence, we conclude that (5-15)
holds. This gives a new distribution D.�.˛0/0 ı/E contained in T .U .˛0/I / and defined
in a neighbourhood �.˛0/0 .g0PI / 2 g0OPI . If the distribution D.�.˛0/0 ı /E C E
is equal to the tangent distribution of U .˛0/I in a neighbourhood of �.˛0/0 .g0PI /,
we obtain (5-6). Otherwise, we apply the argument of Case 2(a) to the distribution
D.�

.˛0/
0 ı/ECE to construct another distribution. This is possible provided that this

new distribution satisfies (5-14). Hence, it remains to consider the last case.
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Case 2(b) (N .˛0/
I D exp.g˛0 C g2˛0/ and g�˛0 C pI � V.g0/) As in the previous

cases, we show that for arbitrary p0 2M, there exists i 2 � such that (5-10) holds.
Let us suppose that for all sufficiently large i , we have

D.�
.˛0/
0 ı i /g0PI E.g0PI /� E.�.˛0/0 .giPI //:

Then we deduce that

D.�
.˛0/
0 ıgi /ePIAd..uip0ati /

�1/V.g0/� E.�.˛0/0 .giPI //;

where
Ad..uip0ati /

�1/V.g0/D Ad.p�10 /Ad..uiati /
�1/V.g0/:

It follows from g�˛0CpI �V.g0/ that the space V.g0/ is preserved by Ad..uiati /
�1/.

Hence, we conclude that

D.�
.˛0/
0 ıg0/ePIAd.p�10 /V.g0/� E.g0PI /:

Let W be the subspace generated by Ad.p�10 /V.g0/ for p0 2M. Then

D.g0/ePID.�
.˛0/
0 /ePIW � E.g0PI /

and
W DD.�.˛0/0 /ePIW � V.g0/:

Since W is Ad.M/–invariant, and g�˛0 C pI � V.g0/ holds, it follows that

W DW 0C g�˛0 C pI ;

where W 0 is an Ad.M/–invariant subspace of g�2˛0 . Moreover, it follows from (5-13)
that W 0 ¤ 0. Hence, by Lemma 5.3, W D g�2˛0 C g�˛0 C pI . However, we have
assumed that the distribution E is not equal to the tangent distribution of U .˛0/I . This con-
tradiction shows that (5-15) holds. Hence, we obtain a new distribution D.�.˛0/0 ı /E
contained in T .U .˛0/I / and defined in a neighbourhood of �.˛0/0 .g0PI /2g0OPI such
that D.�.˛0/0 ı/ECE is strictly larger than the distribution E . Applying this argument
inductively, we conclude that there exist 1D e; 2; : : : ; r 2� and x 2�.˛0/0 .g0OPI /
such that (5-11) holds.

Now we are ready to complete the proof. The above argument shows that every
open subset of FI contains x such that for some 1; 2; : : : ; r 2 � , the foliations
F1 ; : : : ;Fr satisfy (5-6) at x . As we already observed, � is C1 along these
foliations. This implies that � is smooth on a neighbourhood of x in U .˛0/I . This
shows that � , restricted to U .˛0/I , is C1 on an open dense set and completes the proof
of the proposition.
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It remains to establish the following lemma, which was used in the above proof.

Lemma 5.3 Let ˛0 2� be a simple root. Then:

(i) The representation of Ad.M/ on the root space g�˛0 is irreducible.

(ii) The representation of Ad.M/ on the root space g�2˛0 is irreducible.

Proof We may assume, without loss of generality, that g is simple. We refer to [21,
Chapter 5, Section 4] for basic facts about relationship between real semisimple Lie
algebras and their complexifications. In particular, we recall that either g is a complex
Lie algebra considered as a real one or its complexification ygD g˝C is simple. We
observe that in the first case, dim.g�˛0/D 2 and g�2˛0 D 0. The action of Ad.M/

on g�˛0 is given by the standard action of SO.2/. Hence, the lemma is clear in this
case. Now we assume that we are in the second case.

Let hC be a maximal commutative subalgebra of

mD Lie.M/D Lie.K/\ g0:

Then hD hC˚ a is a maximal commutative subalgebra of g, yhD h˝C is a Cartan
subalgebra in yg, and yhC D hC˝C is a Cartan subalgebra in ym. Under the natural
identification a� ' ya.R/� , the root system ˆ of a is identified with the root system of
ya in yg. We denote by ŷ the root system yh on yg. Then

ˆ[f0g D fˇja W ˇ 2 ŷ g:

Moreover, there exists a choice of simple roots y�� ŷ and ��ˆ such that

�[f0g D fˇja W ˇ 2 y�g:

We set ŷ 0 D fˇ 2 ŷ W ˇja D 0g and y�0 Dˆ\ ŷ 0 . Then

ymD yh˚

� M
ˇ2ŷ0

ygˇ

�
;

and for ˛ 2ˆ,

(5-18) g˛˝C D
M
ˇ2ŷ

ˇ jaD˛

ygˇ :

In particular, ˆ0 is the root system of the semisimple Lie algebra ym0 with respect to
yh\ ym0 . Moreover, y�0 provides the set of simple roots for ŷ 0 .
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Now in (5-18), let us consider the case when ˛ D �˛0 with ˛0 2 �. Let ˇ0 2 y�
be such that ˇ0ja D ˛0 . We recall (see [21, Chapter 5, Section 4.3]) that there exists
an involution !W y�ny�0! y�ny�0 such that if ˇja D ˛0 for some ˇ 2 y�, then either
ˇ D ˇ0 or ˇ D ˇ!0 , and for every ˇ 2 y�ny�0 , we have a relation

ˇ ı � D�ˇ! �
X
�2y�0

cˇ;��

for some cˇ;� � 0. Since ˇjhC is purely imaginary and � jhC D id, it follows that

ˇ.x/D ˇ!.x/�
X
�2y�0

cˇ;��.x/; x 2 hC:

Hence, since this equality also holds for x 2 a, we conclude that

(5-19) x̌ D ˇ! �
X
�2y�0

cˇ;��:

For ˇ 2 ŷ , we set

ŷ�.ˇ/D

�
� 2 ŷ� W �D ˇ�

X
�2y�0

n�� with n� � 0
�

and
V.ˇ/D

M
�2ŷ�.�ˇ/

yg�:

Then, if ˇ!0 ¤ ˇ0 ,

(5-20) g�˛0 ˝C D V.�ˇ0/˚V.�ˇ
!
0 /;

and if ˇ!0 D ˇ0 ,

(5-21) g�˛0 ˝C D V.�ˇ0/:

It is clear that the action of ym preserves V.�ˇ0/ and V.�ˇ!0 /. We claim that these
actions are irreducible. It follows from the definition of ŷ�.�ˇ0/ that �D�ˇ0jyhC
is a highest weight for the representation ym on V.�ˇ0/. Hence, V.�ˇ0/ contains
an irreducible subrepresentation W of ym with the highest weight �. Let us consider
arbitrary

(5-22) �D ��
X
�2y�0

n�� with n� � 0

which is dominant (that is, h�; �i � 0 for all � 2 y�0 ). It follows from the Freudenthal
multiplicity formula (see [9, Section 25.1]) that � appears as a weight in W . Now
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suppose that W 0 is another irreducible subrepresentation in V.�ˇ0/ with the highest
weight �. Then � is dominant and of the form (5-22). This proves that if the
representation ym on V.�ˇ0/ is not irreducible, then it has a weight � of yhC which
has multiplicity greater than one. Let ˇ 2 ŷ�.�ˇ0/ be such that ˇjyhC D �. Since
ˇja D�ˇ0 , this implies that dim.ygˇ / > 1, but dim.ygˇ /D 1 for complex simple Lie
algebras. This contradiction implies that the action of ym on V.�ˇ0/ is irreducible.
The same argument implies that the action of ym on V.�ˇ!0 / is also irreducible. It
follows from (5-19) that the complex conjugation applied to (5-20) maps V.�ˇ0/ to
V.�ˇ!0 /. This implies that g�˛0 ˝C contains no nontrivial m–invariant subspaces
which are defined over R. Hence, the action of m on g�˛0 is irreducible.

Now we consider the action of m on the root space g�2˛0 . The proof obviously reduces
to the case when g is simple. Looking through the classification of real simple Lie
algebras g (see [21, Table 9]), we notice that the only case when the Lie algebra g has
higher rank and dim.g�2˛0/ > 1 is gD sp.p; q/ with p < q . In this case, we check
irreducibility directly. Let

S D

0@ 0 � � � 1
:::

:::

1 � � � 0

1A and J D

0@ 0 0 S

0 I 0
S 0 0

1A ;
where S has dimension p and I is the identity matrix of dimension q�p . Then

gD sp.p; q/D fX 2 sl.pC q;H/ WX�J CJX D 0g;

or more explicitly,

gD

8<:
0@ X11 X12 X13
X21 X22 �X�12J

X31 �JX
�
21 �JX

�
11J

1A W X�22CX22 D 0; X�31 D�JX31J;

tr.X22/D 0; X�13 D�JX13J

9=; :
Its Cartan subalgebra is

aD fdiag.a1; : : : ; ap; 0; : : : ; 0;�ap; : : : ;�a1/ W a1; : : : ; ap 2Rg:

The roots of the form �2˛0 with simple ˛0 are given by �2a1; : : : ;�2ap , and the
corresponding root spaces are

g�2ai D fdiag.0; : : : ; 0; xi ; 0; : : : ; 0/S W xi 2H; x�i D�xig:

We observe that M contains a copy of SU.2/p , and one of the SU.2/ factors acts on
g�2ai as xi 7! gxig

� for g 2 SU.2/. This representation is irreducible.
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Finally suppose that the Lie algebra g is simple with real rank one and dim.g�2˛0/ > 1.
There are only two cases to consider. In the first case, g is the Lie algebra of the
isometry group of quaternionic hyperbolic space, the dimension of g�2˛0 is 3. Also,
M again contains a copy of SU.2/, and acts irreducibly on g�2˛0 .

In the second case, g is the Lie algebra of the isometry group of Cayley hyperbolic
space, which is a real form of F4 . We observe that in this case j y�ny�0j D 1, so that
ˇ0ja D ˛0 for a unique ˇ0 2 y�. Hence, it follows that

g�2˛0 ˝C D V.�2ˇ0/:

This allows us to deduce irreducibility by the same argument as for g�˛0 .

6 Completion of the proof

In this section we complete the proof of our main theorem (Theorem 1.2) using
results established in the previous section. We note that it follows from [4] that
given a C 0–semiconjugacy  W F D G=P !M, there exist a G–equivariant factor
map � W F ! FI , where FI D G=PI is another flag manifold with PI � P, and
a C 0–conjugacy �W FI ! M such that  D � ı � . Hence, it remains to prove
that the homeomorphism � is smooth. The idea for the proof is that the conjugacy
map �W FI ! M is smooth along open dense subsets of the submanifold U

.˛0/
I

(see Proposition 5.1) and its translates by �0.ı/ for ı 2 � , and moreover we have
smooth projections to these submanifolds in both FI and M (see Proposition 4.6)
that determine a point in some open set uniquely and smoothly — as strings of a
marionettes puppet. We note that while the higher-rank assumption on G is absolutely
crucial in Section 5, the marionettes argument presented here is applicable to general
Zariski-dense subgroups.

Proof of Theorem 1.2 For ˛ 2�nI and ı 2 � , we define

�
.˛/

ı
D �

.˛/
0 �0.ı/:

Each of these maps is defined on the open dense set �0.ı/�1UI of FI . By Proposition
5.1, the map � , restricted to U .˛/I , is C1 on an open dense subset U˛ of U .˛/I . Since
the maps �.˛/0 W UI ! U

.˛/
I are open, the sets V˛ D .�

.˛/
0 /�1.U˛/ are open dense

subsets of UI and, hence, of FI . By the Baire category theorem, the intersection of
the sets ı�1.V˛/ for ı 2 � and ˛ 2 �nI is nonempty. Let us pick a point x0 that
belongs to this intersection.
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Let K.˛/ be the distribution on UI defined by ker.D.�.˛/0 /x/, x 2UI . We claim that

(6-1)
\

˛2�nI
ı2�

D.ı/�1x0 K
.˛/.ı � x0/D 0:

Suppose that (6-1) fails. Then there exists a nonzero vector v 2 Tx0.FI / such that

D.ı/x0v 2 K
.˛/.ı � x0/ for all ˛ 2�nI and ı 2 �:

We observe that the projection maps �.˛/0 are algebraic with respect to the Lie coordi-
nates on UI , so that the distributions K.˛/ are also algebraic, and it follows from the
Zariski-density of � that

D.g/x0v 2 K
.˛/.g � x0/ for all g 2G such that g � x0 2 UI :

Without loss of generality, we may assume that x0 D ePI . We recall from Lemma 4.3
that �.˛/0 is realised as a limit of the maps ı.˛/n on UI . Hence, it follows that for every
g 2N�I PI ,

(6-2) D.ı.˛/n g/eP v! 0:

We write g D up with u 2 N�I and p 2 PI . Then ı.˛/n u.ı
.˛/
n /�1 converges to the

identity in G . Hence, (6-2) is equivalent to

(6-3) D.ı.˛/n p/eP v! 0

for all p 2 PI . We make the identification TeP .FI / ' g=pI , so that D.p/ePw D
Ad.p/w for p 2 PI . Then hAd.PI /vi gives a nonzero Ad.PI /–invariant subspace of
g=pI such that

Ad.ı.˛/n /w! 0 for all w 2 hAd.PI /vi:

This is equivalent to hAd.PI /vi being contained in u
.˛/
I C pI � g=pI , where u

.˛/
I

denotes the subspace of n�I spanned by all root spaces with roots not proportional
to ˛ . Since this property must hold for all ˛ 2 �nI, we obtain a contradiction
with Lemma 6.1 below. Hence, we conclude that (6-1) holds. Then there exist
.˛1; ı1/; : : : ; .˛l ; ıl/ 2 .�nI /�� such that

l\
iD1

D.ıi /
�1
x K.˛i /.ıi � x/D 0:

This property still holds in an open neighbourhood O of x in FI . Hence, we conclude
that the map
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…D .�
.˛1/

ı1
; : : : ; �

.˛l /

ıl
/W O!

lY
iD1

U
.˛i /
I

is an immersion, and hence a local diffeomorphism onto its image. Similarly, we also
get maps

z�
.˛i /

ıi
D z�

.˛i /
0 �.ıi /W �.O/! �.U

.˛i /
I /

and define

z…D .z�
.˛1/

ı1
; : : : ; z�

.˛l /

ıl
/W �.O/!

lY
iD1

�.U
.˛i /
I /:

We recall that by Lemma 4.7, the �.U .˛i /I / are immersed submanifolds of �.UI /. Let
us consider the commutative diagram

O � FI
�

//

…
��

�.O/�M

z…
��Ql

iD1 U
.˛i /
I

ˆ
//
Ql
iD1 �.U

.˛i /
I /

where ˆ D
Ql
iD1 �jU

.˛i /

I

. We observe that if the neighbourhood O is sufficiently
small,

….O/�
lY
iD1

U˛i :

Since �jU˛i is smooth and � is a homeomorphism, it follows that �j
U
.˛i /

I

is a local
diffeomorphism on an open dense set. We conclude that

��1 D…�1ˆ�1 z…

on a nonempty open subset of �.O/. This implies that � is a local diffeomorphism
on a nonempty open subset U of FI . We take an arbitrary x 2 FI . Since � acts
minimally on FI (see [5]), there is  2 � such that �0./x 2 U . By equivariance, �
is C1 on �0./�1.U/, which is an open neighbourhood of x . Furthermore, the rank
of � is maximal everywhere by minimality. Since � is a homomorphism, this implies
that � is a diffeomorphism.

It remains to prove the following lemma, which was used in the above proof.

Lemma 6.1 Let V be an Ad.PI /–invariant subspace of g which properly contains pI .
Then V \ g˛ ¤ 0 for some ˛ 2�nI. In particular, any nontrivial Ad.PI /–invariant
subspace of g=pI is not contained in the intersection of u

.˛/
I C pI for ˛ 2�nI.
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Proof We first consider the case when the Lie algebra g is complex semisimple.
Then the root spaces g˛ for ˛ 2ˆ are one-dimensional and Œg˛1 ; g˛2 �D g˛1C˛2 for
all ˛1; ˛2 2 ˆ such that ˛1 C ˛2 ¤ 0 (see [13, Chapter III, Section 4]). Since V
is Ad.PI /–invariant, it is also invariant under the action of the Cartan subalgebra
contained in pI , and it follows that V is equal to a sum of root spaces g� for some
� 2ˆ.

We claim that g�˛0 � V for some ˛0 2�nI. To prove this claim, we take ˇ 2ˆCnˆI
such that g�ˇ � V , and ˇ is “minimal” in the sense that g�.ˇ�˛/ ª V for every ˛ 2�
such that ˇ � ˛ 2 ˆCnˆI . If ˇ 2 �, let ˛0 D ˇ . If not, then ˇ … �. Since V is
Ad.PI /–invariant, it also follows that for every ˛ 2�,

Œg˛; g�ˇ �D g�.ˇ�˛/ � V:

Hence, according to our choice of ˇ , either g�.ˇ�˛/D 0, ie ˇ�˛ …ˆ, or ˇ�˛ 2ˆI .
We have

ˇ 2
X
˛2�nI

n˛˛ChI i

for some n˛ � 0 with
P
˛2�nI n˛ > 0. First, we consider the case

P
˛2�nI n˛ � 2.

Then clearly, ˇ � ˛ … ˆI for all ˛ 2 �, and it follows that Œg˛; g�ˇ � D 0 for all
simple roots ˛ . This means that g�ˇ consists of highest-weight vectors for the adjoint
representation of g. In particular, it follows that �ˇ must be dominant, but this is
impossible because ˇ 2 ˆC (recall that all dominant roots are contained in ˆC ).
Hence, we conclude that

ˇ 2 ˛0ChI i

for some ˛0 2 �nI. Then ˇ � ˛ … ˆI for all ˛ 2 �nf˛0g, and it follows as before
that Œg˛; g�ˇ �D 0 when ˛ 2�nf˛0g. If we also had that Œg˛0 ; g�ˇ �D 0, then g�ˇ
would have consisted of the highest-weight vectors of the adjoint representation. Then
we would get a contradiction as before. Therefore, since we assumed that ˇ …�, we
conclude that

Œg˛0 ; g�ˇ �D g�.ˇ�˛0/ ¤ 0;

so that ˇ�˛0 is a root, and since ˇ 2ˆC , we have ˇ�˛0 2ˆC too. Then, since V
is Ad.PI /–invariant,

Œgˇ�˛0 ; g�ˇ �D g�˛0 � V:

This proves the lemma when g is a complex semisimple Lie algebra.
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To treat the general case, we consider the complex semisimple Lie algebra ygD g˝C .
It contains (see [21, Chapter 5, Section 4]) a Cartan subalgebra ya of the form ya D
.hC˚a/˝C , where hC is a Cartan subalgebra of m such that the root system ŷ and
the system of simple roots y�� ŷ associated to ya satisfy

f˛ja W ˛ 2 y�g D�[f0g

and
gˇ ˝C D

M
�2ŷ

�jaDˇ

yg� for all ˇ 2ˆ:

We set
yI D

˚
˛ 2 y� W ˛ja 2 I [f0g

	
:

Then pI ˝C D ypyI . The previous discussion implies that yg�˛ � V ˝C for some
˛ 2 y�n yI, and hence .g�ˇ ˝C/\ .V ˝C/¤ 0 for ˇ 2�nI such that ˇ D ˛ja . This
also implies that g�ˇ \V ¤ 0 and proves the lemma.

7 On topological sinks

A key assumption for our main result (Theorem 1.2) is that the lattice action on the
manifold M has at least one differentiable sink. While the existence of a topological
sink is clear for continuous factors of projective actions, we note that a topological sink
of a lattice action is not always a differentiable sink. In this section, we give an example
of a smooth lattice action on a circle bundle over a flag manifold to illustrate this.

Let ft be a flow on the circle S1 'R=Z such that 0 2R=Z is a topological sink for
the maps ft for t > 0, but it is not a differentiable sink. For example, we could take
the flow for the vector field on R=Z given in local coordinates around 0 by x3 � x
for x 2R. Let G be a noncompact connected semisimple Lie group and � a lattice
subgroup of G . We choose a Cartan subgroup A of G such that A\� is a lattice
in A. Such a subgroup exists by [22]. We fix a set � of simple roots and a root ˛ 2�.
This determines a minimal parabolic subgroup P containing A. The root ˛ gives a
homomorphism log.˛/W P !R. Since A\� is a lattice in A, there exists 0 2A\�
such that ˛.0/ > 1 for all ˛ 2 �. Then eP is a smooth sink for the action of 
on G=P. We consider the equivalence relation on G �S1 defined by

.g; x/� .gp�1; flog.˛/.p/.x//; g 2G; p 2 P; x 2 S1:

Then
M D .G �S1/=�
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is a manifold equipped with the smooth �–action

Œg; x� 7! Œg; x�; Œg; x� 2M;  2 �:

It is clear Œe; 0� 2M is fixed by 0 . Moreover, for v 2 n� and x 2 S1 ,

0 � Œexp.v/; x�D Œexp.Ad.0/v/; �log.˛/.0/.x/�:

Hence, Œe; 0� is a topological sink of 0 , but it is not a differentiable sink.
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